
PET-CT
Positron emission tomography CT

Dementia test Dementia test

10 types of DNA male cancer Telomere Biological DNA test Telomere Biological DNA test

Colonoscopy 10 types of DNA female cancer 10 types of DNA male cancer 10 types of DNA male cancer

Basic Inspection Coronary artery calcification CT Intestinal microbiological test Brain MRI 10 types of DNA female cancer 10 types of DNA female cancer

Body measurement Brain CT Coronary artery calcification CT Cerebrovascular MRA Brain MRI Brain MRI

Hearing test Neck CT Brain CT Neck MRI Cerebrovascular MRA Cerebrovascular MRA

Eyesight test Waist CT Neck CT Waist MRI Neck MRI Neck MRI

Eye fundus test Abdominal obesity CT Waist CT Choose one Waist MRI Waist MRI

Eye pressure test Low Dose Chest CT Abdominal obesity CT Colonoscopy Choose two Choose two

Dental examination 5 types of DNA male cancer Low Dose Chest CT Intestinal microbiological test Colonoscopy Colonoscopy

Electrocardiogram 5 types of DNA female cancer 5 types of DNA male cancer Coronary artery calcification CT Intestinal microbiological test Intestinal microbiological test

Chest X-ray abdominal aortic ultrasound 5 types of DNA female cancer Brain CT Coronary artery calcification CT 5 types of DNA male cancer

Mammography (female) Coronyzer test abdominal aortic ultrasound Neck CT Brain CT 5 types of DNA female cancer

Pap smear (female) STD 6 types of test (male) Coronyzer test Waist CT Neck CT abdominal aortic ultrasound

Liver function blood test NK cell activity test STD 6 types of test (male) Abdominal obesity CT Waist CT Coronyzer test

Hepatitis B blood test Carotid ultrasound NK cell activity test Low Dose Chest CT Abdominal obesity CT STD 6 types of test (male)

Hepatitis C blood test Ovarian cancer risk test (female) Carotid ultrasound 5 types of DNA male cancer Low Dose Chest CT NK cell activity test

Cardiac function blood test Breast ultrasound (female) Ovarian cancer risk test (female) 5 types of DNA female cancer 5 types of DNA male cancer Carotid ultrasound

kidney function blood test Mastocheck (female) Breast ultrasound (female) abdominal aortic ultrasound 5 types of DNA female cancer Ovarian cancer risk test (female)

Inflammatory blood test Choose two Mastocheck (female) Coronyzer test abdominal aortic ultrasound Breast ultrasound (female)

Diabetic blood test Choose two STD 6 types of test (male) Coronyzer test Mastocheck (female)

Thyroid function blood test NK cell activity test STD 6 types of test (male) Choose Three
Tumor marker blood test Carotid ultrasound NK cell activity test

Syphilis test Ovarian cancer risk test (female) Carotid ultrasound

Comprehensive blood test Breast ultrasound (female) Ovarian cancer risk test (female)

Urine test Mastocheck (female) Breast ultrasound (female)

Bone density test Choose two Mastocheck (female)

Biological age test Choose Three
Arteriosclerosis test

Vitamin D test

Korean won currency 80 100 200 300 400

10 types of DNA male cancer

10 types of DNA female cancer

5 types of DNA male cancer

5 types of DNA female cancer

MastoCheck (Women)

Coronyzer test

Dementia test

STD 6 types (Men)

Services for K-Medical Tours Customers

 Provide inspection CDs when desired after a medical checkup

 English translation service that provides English translation and result sheet during checkup when customers wish

 VIP checkup room available (K3~K5 packages only)

Hanshin Medipia's Service one

Hanshin Medipia's Service two

Hanshin Medipia's Service three

Hanshin Medipia's Service four
 If group customers wish, vehicle pickup service is provided (seven or more people),
 but only for customers living or staying in Seoul

Kmedi checkup package (K1)

Explanation of inspection details
 Prostate adenocarcinoma, colorectal cancer, lung cancer, liver cancer, stomach cancer, thyroid cancer, kidney cancer, esophageal cancer,

 biliary tract cancer, pancreatic cancer

 Cervical cancer, breast cancer, thyroid cancer, liver cancer, ovarian cancer, endometrial cancer, biliary tract cancer, stomach cancer, colon cancer, and pancreatic cancer

 Liver cancer, lung cancer, prostate cancer, pancreatic cancer, colon cancer

 Cervical cancer, breast cancer, thyroid cancer, liver cancer, ovarian cancer

 Acute cardiac arrest, coronary examination

 Oligomerized beta-amyloid test (blood tests predict the risk of dementia in 15 years)

 Six types of male urology test

Kmedi checkup package (K2)

Porridge and soy milk

 Precision predictive blood test for breast cancer

Hanshin Medipia Medical Checkup Program
1. Kmedicaltours comprehensive check up program

Kmedi checkup package (K5)

Kmedi checkup package (K4)

Kmedi checkup package (K3)



Examination name Discount price (KRW)

 PET-CT 1,000,000                          

 Dementia test 300,000                            

 Telomere Biological DNA test 300,000                            

 10 types of DNA male cancer 300,000                            

 10 types of DNA female cancer 300,000                            

 Brain MRI 400,000                            

 Cerebrovascular MRA 400,000                            

 Neck MRI 400,000                            

 Waist MRI 400,000                            

 Colonoscopy 200,000                            

 Intestinal microbiological test 100,000                            

 5 types of DNA male cancer 150,000                            

 5 types of DNA female cancer 150,000                            

 Coronyzer test 150,000                            

 STD 6 types of test (male) 100,000                            

 NK cell activity test 100,000                            

 Coronary artery calcification CT 150,000                            

 Brain CT 150,000                            

 Neck CT 150,000                            

 Waist CT 150,000                            

 Abdominal obesity CT 150,000                            

 Low Dose Chest CT 150,000                            

 Carotid ultrasound 150,000                            

 Ovarian cancer risk test (female) 150,000                            

 Breast ultrasound (female) 150,000                            

 Mastocheck (female) 150,000                            

 Bone density test 50,000                              

 Biological age test 50,000                              

 Arteriosclerosis test 50,000                              

 Vitamin D test 50,000                               Check for deficiency of essential nutrients in the body

 ROMA test

 Breast cancer, blisters, cysts, etc

 Blood test for breast cancer

 Bone Density Test (BMD)

 Confirmation of physical age, long-term age, etc., and confirmation of metabolic syndrome

 Arteriosclerosis, adult diseases, vascular diseases

 Cerebrovascular disease risk, carotid artery stenosis, blood vessel disease, etc

 Prediction of future risk of liver cancer, lung cancer, prostate cancer, pancreatic cancer, and colon cancer

 Prediction of future risk of cervical cancer, breast cancer, thyroid cancer, liver cancer, and ovarian cancer

 Acute cardiac arrest test, coronary artery disease

 Six types of chronic urological examination in men (fecal)

 Immunity test for cancer or disease (Natural Killer Cell)

 Acute myocardial infarction, heart disease, coronary artery occlusion test

 Brain tumors, cerebral hemorrhage, cerebral infarction, etc

 Neck disc and degenerative diseases, cancer, fractures, neck pain, etc

 Lumbar disc and degenerative diseases, cancer, fractures, back pain, etc

 Abdominal obesity test

 Lung cancer, tuberculosis, cancer metastasis, etc

 Intestinal irritation and intestinal immunity test (fecal test)

Related disease

 Early detection of cancer cells diagnostic test

 Early predictive test for dementia

 Precision biological age test, Anti-aging test

 Prediction of future risk of prostate, colon, lung, liver, stomach, thyroid, kidney, esophageal, biliary tract, and pancreatic cancer

 Prediction of future risk of cervical cancer, breast cancer, thyroid cancer, liver cancer, ovarian cancer, endometrial cancer, biliary tract

 cancer, gastric cancer, colon cancer, and pancreatic cancer

 Cerebrovascular, cerebrovascular abnormalities, cerebral aneurysm, etc

 Early detection of brain tumors, cerebral infarction, etc

 Neck disc and degenerative diseases

 lumbar disc and degenerative diseases

 Examination of colon cancer, colon polyps, colorectal diverticulum, etc

KMedicaltours Customer Comprehensive Checkup Additional Examination Benefits
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